Façades: Design, Construction & Technology (Architecture In Focus)
The façade is the "skin" of a building. It forms the boundary between interior and exterior, form and function, between user and passersby. In addition to aspects of function, construction, design and urban space, increasingly sustainability parameters are gaining importance. Under these circumstances façades are assuming an even greater significance in the building industry today. This volume provides an overview of the entire spectrum and presents the great creativity and technical gamut of current façade types. The projects from around the world show in each instance how the relationship of interior and exterior must be defined, designed and implemented. Special emphasis is placed in the presentation on revealing photographs, technical specifications and detail drawings.
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**Customer Reviews**

Great collection and cross section of impressive facade projects, but lacking a bit in the technical detail despite several drawings and details. Could have had some more explanations on the processes involved and the problems encountered and how they were resolved. Plus a bit more on the materiality of the facades. But otherwise great visual reference.

One issue about the hard cover is not printed cover. The printed skin is just a carton paper wrapped around the book hardcover.
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